RoHS Compliant

GOLD PLATED PINS
P8
RJ45 (8X8) SHIELDED MALE
GOLD PLATED CONTACTS

(4) SHIELDED TWISTED PAIRS, CAT6 MODULAR CABLE,
CONDUCTORS: 26AWG STRANDED COPPER
OVERALL SHIELD: ALUMINUM MYLAR,
OUTER JACKET: PVC, GRAY (RAL #7035)

MODELED PVC HOOD, PVC, GRAY (RAL #7035)

SNAGLESS BOOT, LSZH, BLACK

LOGO (BOTH SIDES)

WIRING MAP

"P1" "J1"

PART NUMBER LENGTH
TRDC6EXTS-3  3.0 [ .91 ]
TRDC6EXTS-5  5.0 [ 1.52 ]
TRDC6EXTS-7  7.0 [ 2.13 ]
TRDC6EXTS-10 10.0 [ 3.05 ]
TRDC6EXTS-15 15.0 [ 4.57 ]
TRDC6EXTS-25 25.0 [ 7.62 ]

NOTES:
1. MODULAR CONNECTOR TO MEET TIA-1096.
2. CABLE ASSEMBLY SHALL BE TESTED FOR CONTINUITY.
3. CABLE ASSEMBLY SHALL BE INDIVIDUALLY PACKAGED IN ACCORDANCE WITH L-COM SPEC. PS-0031.